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Call for tenders questions summary

Call for tenders' details 
  

Title: Refurbishment of the Entrance of EMSA's Building 
Start date: 02/12/2020 
Time limit for receipt of tenders: 04/02/2021 
Contracting authority: European Maritime Safety Agency 
Status: Closed 

Call for tenders question list 
  

# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

1 07/01/2021
10:06

07/01/2021
12:47

Visita ao Local da Obra Bom Dia Pretendo marcar uma vista
ao local da obra. Quando é possível
?

07/01/2021
As per Point 12 of the Invitation to
Tender, "To schedule an on-site visit,
an e-mail shall be sent to the
dedicated e-mail address:
OPEN392020@emsa.europa.eu no
later than 4 January 2021."
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

2 15/01/2021
16:51

22/01/2021
10:43

Subcontracting information Must we present all the Documents
requested in the Selection Criteria
(14.3, 14.4, 14.5 and 14.6) for us
and also each subcontractor
regardless the % of subcontracting
we may have for the works? Or is it
enough our evidence?

22/01/2021
As per Point 9 of the Tender
Specifications, "The tenderer must
provide required evidence for the
exclusion and selection criteria on its
own behalf and, when applicable, on
behalf of its subcontractors. The
evidence for the selection criteria on
behalf of subcontractors must be
provided where the tenderer relies on
the capacities of subcontractors to
fulfil selection criteria . To rely on the
capacities of a subcontractor means
that the subcontractor will perform the
works or services for which these
capacities are required."

3 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
18:59

Clarifications - 1 Are there any specific requirements
for fencing and protect the working
areas?

22/01/2021
No specific requirements. The
intervention areas must be clearly
indicated, signposted and have a
protection perimeter, that allows the
normal functioning of the Agency and
the safeguard of the intervening
personnel. Personnel must be
equipped with personal protective
equipment in accordance with current
H&S regulations.
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date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

4 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
18:59

Clarifications - 2 Are there any specific requirements
for the cleaning during the
performance of the works?

22/01/2021
No specific requirements. Given the
sensitivity of the technical equipment
and building installations (CCTV, fire
detection system, etc.), the
intervention areas should be properly
isolated and protected to avoid any
dust pollution and/or dirt
contamination of the adjacent areas of
the building.

5 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
19:00

Clarifications - 3 a) Regarding the Quantity Map
(Articulado/MQT): - Art 5.2.3 e 5.2.4
: the
units of measurement shouldn't be
“un”?

22/01/2021
We confirm that, in Art. 5.2.3 e 5.2.4
of Appendix 4, the unit should be “un”
and not “m2”.

6 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
19:01

Clarifications - 3 b) Regarding the Quantity Map
(Articulado/MQT): - Art 7.1.1.5 e
7.1.1.6: we
request the identification of the
doors with retainers with or without
alarm. In the list both are indicated
as having alarm.

22/01/2021
Art 7.1.1.5 is without alarm (instead of
with alarm as announced), the
identification is S04 / E4A
(descendente) / 01.1, 3 units instead
of 5. Art 7.1.1.6 is with alarm (de porta
aberta), the identification is S02a /
S02 / PA1 / E4A (ascendente) / 01.60,
5 units instead of 3. Appendix 4 has
been republished with the adjusted
information.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

7 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
19:02

Clarifications - 3 c) Regarding the Quantity Map
(Articulado/MQT): - Art 8.1.12: The
quantities of circular registers
regulating flow are different from the
EN-Appendix 2 to the TS -
Project_mechanical part

22/01/2021
The units in Art 8.1.12 of Appendix 4
should be 6 instead of 4. A new Art
8.12.a is also inserted: 8.1.12a -
Registos circulares para regulação de
caudal DN160, de comando manual,
na condição de pronto a funcionar, de
acordo com o especificado no
Projeto, incluindo todos os trabalhos
preparatórios e acessórios. – un -
2.00. Appendix 4 has been
republished with the adjusted
information.

8 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
19:03

Clarifications - 3 d) Regarding the Quantity Map
(Articulado/MQT): -Art 8.1.25:
Quantity vs
dimension and location of the 4
trapdoors

22/01/2021
In Art 8.1.25 of Appendix 4, the
dimension to take into account shall
be 45x45 cm instead of 50x50cm and
the unit should be 1 instead of 4
(room 0.21 only). Appendix 4 has
been republished with the adjusted
information.
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9 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
19:03

Clarifications - 3 e) Regarding the Quantity Map
(Articulado/MQT): - Art 8.1: where is
considered the work “Desmontagem
cuidado de equipamento e condutas
nas
salas 0.3, 0.82 e 0,81, incluindo
trabalhos de adaptação dos plenos
e
grelhas existentes, colocação de
rede de tamponamento de tubagem
aberta
na sala 0.82”.

22/01/2021
The indicated item is not considered
as necessary. Please follow the
technical solution according to the file
‘Appendix 4 to the TS - BoQ total_all
parts’ and drawing no. M-003
(‘tubagem aberta com rede de
protecção’).

10 11/01/2021
19:21

22/01/2021
19:04

Clarifications - 3 f) Regarding the Quantity Map
(Articulado/MQT): - Art. 8.1.16: we
request
the confirmation of the filter
dimensions [592x592x48].

22/01/2021
The FC-0.2 and FC-0.75 filters are
oversized for safety reasons and
exceptional situations (as in case of
the current pandemic situation). They
must be installed in a DN100 duct.
The C500 box (France-Air reference
model) has DN500 outlets, thus the
project includes additional two
reductions, one on each side. The
dimensions of the filters and the filter
box are thus confirmed (592x592x48).
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

11 22/01/2021
17:25

22/01/2021
19:18

New Answer deadline We've still some clarifications
request with no answer and due to
the
new answer deadline, it may means
that you may answer after the Offer
submission deadline? Question
deadline 27/01/2021 16:00 UTC
Updated
Answer deadline 29/01/2021 23:59
UTC Updated Time limit for receipt
of
tenders 29/01/2021 16:00 UTC In
order to have our Offer ready we
need
that EMSA may answer our
Clarifications before tender's
submission
deadline. Thanks in advance for
your kind attention.

22/01/2021
Please note that the deadline to reply
submitted questions has been
postponed to 29/01/2021 (6 days)
because the bid submission deadline
has also been postponed to
04/02/2021 (6 days). Please note that
all questions received have been
replied to.


